
Software Update Notification

We recently released a software update for the Interface, Hospital, SNF, ESRD, FQHC,
OPO, CHDR, HHA, RHC, and Hospice systems. The reasons for this update are listed
below.

With this update we continue to incorporate the Worksheet S, Part I, check box to the
certification and settlement summary statement for electronic signature submission
to the provider systems. This provision is available as an option for cost reporting
periods ending on or after 12/31/2017 in accordance with 42 CFR 413.24(f)(4)
(iv). With this update the electronic signature of the certification and settlement
summary has been incorporated into the following systems:
·      Hospital 2552-10
·      Skilled Nursing Facility 2540-10
·      Organ Procurement Organization 216-94
 
We are currently updating software for CMS published transmittals incorporating the
HHA, FQHC and ESRD electronic certification and are awaiting CMS publication of
transmittals for the remaining form sets.
 
For more information on the electronic signature of the certification and settlement
summary procedures here.

Visit Our Website

Update Notes

Interface, MCRIF32, version 1.64.0.4
 
The Interface was updated to maintain compatibility with the systems.
 
 
Hospital, 2552-10, version 13.3.164.0
 
Auditor - Fixed a problem where Auditor was applying Worksheet B-1 adjustments
intended for one column to multiple columns. (D001-00-017257)

https://www.hfssoft.com/support/electronicSigning.aspx
https://hfssoft.com
https://twitter.com/hfssoft


Calculate - Corrected an issue with Worksheets D, Parts III and IV calculation when
cost centers are to be excluded which caused an error during calculation. 
(D001-00-017187)

Calculate - Eliminated the calculation of Worksheet E-1 Part II for cost reports
beginning on or after 10-1-16 with the exception of Puerto Rico providers. 
(D001-00-017273)

PS&R - Updated assignment for PS&R Report D02, for the Actual Claim Payments for
PIP (ACP) to flow to Worksheet E-1, Part I, line 1, column 2. (D001-00-017270)

PS&R/Auditor - Added the Worksheet S-3, Part I, line 33.01, (LTCH Site Neutral Days &
Discharges) line description into the PS&R difference report and the Auditor
adjustment report. (D001-00-017277)

PS&R - Added a reviewer checkbox to the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R
sheet. (D001-00-017287)

PS&R - Revised the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R difference report to show
when differences are zero and also combined columns 1 and 2 along with columns 3
and 4 on the same page. (D001-00-017291)
 

SNF, 2540-10, version 8.1.164.0
 
Other - Updated SNF 2540-10 system for CMS Transmittal 8 changes. 
(D001-00-017201)

PS&R - Added a reviewer checkbox to the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R
sheet. (D001-00-017288)

PS&R - Revised the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R difference report to show
when differences are zero and also combined columns 1 and 2 along with columns 3
and 4 on the same page. (D001-00-017292)

Worksheet - Correct some typos on Worksheet S-3, Part V. (D001-00-017297)
 
 
ESRD, 265-11, version 3.44.164.3
 
Edits - A HCRIS Consistency edit will be issued when Worksheet S line 12 is 'L'. 
(D001-00-017308)
 
New File Template - Added the ability to bring over the information (not including
amounts) from a Prior Year file for Worksheets A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 when creating a
new MCRX file using the template feature. (D001-00-017189)

PS&R - Added a reviewer checkbox to the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R
sheet. (D001-00-017289)

PS&R - Revised the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R difference report to show
when differences are zero and also combined columns 1 and 2 along with columns 3
and 4 on the same page. (D001-00-017293)



 

FQHC, 224-14, version 1.26.164.3
 
PS&R - Added a reviewer checkbox to the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R
sheet. (D001-00-017290)

PS&R - Revised the Lump Sum / Tentative Settlement PS&R difference report to show
when differences are zero and also combined columns 1 and 2 along with columns 3
and 4 on the same page. (D001-00-017294)
 

OPO, 216-94, version 7.1.164.0
 
Edits - Added an edit to ensure a Worksheet A, line 19 or subscript are available for
each "Other" Worksheet A-2 completed. (D001-00-017249)
 
Other - Updated OPO 216-94 system for CMS Transmittal 7 changes. 
(D001-00-017148)
 
 
CHDR, version 43.6.164.0
 
LIUR - When entering an amount in an open cell in the LIUR, the entered amount will
now remain even after exiting and re-entering the cost report and\or LIUR. 
(D001-00-017248)
 
 
HHA, 1728-94, version 17.12.164.3
 
The system was updated to maintain compatibility with the Interface.
 
 
RHC, 222-92, version 14.10.164.3
 
The system was updated to maintain compatibility with the Interface.
 
 
Hospice, 1984-14, version 2.29.164.3
 
The system was updated to maintain compatibility with the Interface.

Getting the Updates 

If the software is already installed on your computer, open the software and go to
Help | Check for updates. 
 
If you do not have the software already installed on your computer, go to our
website- https://hfssoft.com/. At the top of the page there is an orange Download
tab, click on it. If you are logged in your will be taken to our Download Center. If you
are not logged in, you will be prompted to do so before you are taken to the Download

https://hfssoft.com/


Center. Then click on 'Full Version' to begin the installation. You will need admin
rights to do this initial installation. 
 
If the Help | Check for updates option is not available your company has opt'd for the
Net Synch option and will distribute the update at their convenience. 

Please contact us if you have any questions or comments regarding this update.
 
Sincerely,
Health Financial Systems
(888) 216-6041  

www.hfssoft.com | 8109 Laguna Boulevard, Elk Grove, CA 95758

888-216-6041 | support@hfssoft.com
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